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Opinion
elcome to the new-look
bs news. As you can see,
we’ve reverted to the full title
of Building Services News in the
masthead, and also incorporated a
number of other design-style and
content changes inside.
Building Services News has been in
continuous publication since Janaury
1964. Over the years the masthead
has changed to reflect developments
within the industry. However,
fundamentally it has always been
about pure building services.
As we approach our 50th year of
continuous publication Building
Services News acknowledges and
respects that we are very much part of
the industry, as opposed to publishers
merely serving the sector.
This issue reflects the closeness
and strength of that unique
relationship with reports from the
leading representatives bodies such
as CIBSE, IPFMA and APHCI, in
addition to the BTU and RACGS.
Enjoy.
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NEWS AND PRODUCTS
BTU at Delgany
The recent BTU outing at
Delgany was a very enjoyable
day for all concerned with
sponsor Versatile Bathrooms &

Heating Solutions presenting
a wonderful array of prizes.
Overall winner of the outing
was Dermot Ryan.

ACR Show call for papers
The organisers of the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Show
(ACR Show) have launched a call for papers for the high profile
seminar programme being held alongside
the show, which takes place at the NEC
on 11-13 February 2014.
There will be two parallel seminar
programmes, addressing topical business
and technical issues. The organisers are
inviting submissions for papers from both
end-users and the industry, with a
deadline of Friday, 6 September, 2013
For details of the proposed technical programme, and the topics
ARC wishes to cover, log on to www.acrshow.co.uk

BTU Captain Bernard Costello pictured with overall winner
Dermot Ryan and Bill Treacy, Versatile Bathrooms & Heating
Solutions, sponsor on the day.

Sponsor Bill Treacy with John Littlefield, BTU Captain Bernie
Costelloe, and Hon Sec Dermot Ryan.

RACGS at Mount Juliet and Old Head
Mount Juliet
The RACGS programme got off to an excellent start this year with
two very successful outings already in the bag. The first was held
in Mount Juliet and was sponsored by RSL Ireland. As usual, Gerry
McDonagh and Seamus Kerr were the perfect “hosts”. Results
were as follows:
Overall Winner: Flan Connelly 40pts (19hp);
Class 1 Winner: Liam Hoctor, 31pts (6hp);
Class 1 Runner up: Martin O’Connor, 32pts (15hp);
Class 2 Winner: Dave Killalea, 36pts (18hp);
Class 2 Runner up: Billy Queally, 36pts (16hp);
Front 9: John Ryan, 20pts; Back 9: Kevin Roden, 17pts;
Nearest the pin: Martin O Connor;
Longest Drive: Dave Killalea;
Visitor 1st: Dermot Scanlon, 38pts (9hp)

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1

The Old Head
The second outing was held in The Old Head in Kinsale with Pat
Cummins and Vincent Barrett of sponsors RDL helping the day run
smoothly. Results were as follows
Overall Winner: Gar Darcy;
Front 9: Jack Elstead, 15pts;
Back 9: Paddy Smee, 17pts;
Longest Drive: Vincent Barrett;
Nearest the pin: Dave Killalea;
Class 1 Winner: Liam Hoctor 32pts (6hp);
Class 2 Winner: Roland Bradley 32pts (18hp);
Class 2 Runner up: Johnny Lynagh 29pts (13hp);
Visitor 1st: Martin Darcy 32pts (4hp).
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NEWS AND PRODUCTS

Riello pressure jet burner –
CIBSE-accredited CPD course
Riello has introduced a free CIBSE-accredited CPD course covering the specification of
pressure jet burners and how to optimise combustion performance. The course can be
delivered in a single two-hour presentation, or two separate one-hour presentations.
The first half of the course provides a detailed explanation of how pressure jet burners
work and the key criteria in their specification. As
such it encompasses matching of the burner to the
boiler, design of fuel supplies and the principles of
burner and boiler turndown.
Building on this content, the second presentation looks
in more detail at the factors influencing energy efficiency
and emissions, and the measures that can be taken to
optimise performance. It includes techniques for reducing
NOx emissions, the principles of burner control (including
electronic ‘cam’ control) and the application of variable speed
drives and oxygen trim.
The courses can be delivered at specifiers’ own premises or at Riello’s training centre in
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire.
In the first instance, specifiers should register their interest by visiting
www.rielloburners.co.uk/cpd or emailing cpd@rielloburners.co.uk

Past chairman’s
dinner
The CIBSE past
chairman’s dinner was
recently held in Dublin with
16 past chairs attending.
Current Chairman Sean
Dowd hosted the gathering
which gave members of
long-standing service to
CIBSE Ireland a great
opportunity to catch up and
enjoy a very sociable night.
Apart from it being a
unique gathering of so
many ex chairs, the occasion
was all the more special as
Sean Mulcahy was
presented with a Lifetime
Service award after the
dinner. See page 27.

Powrmatic Air Conditioning
DC Inverter Heat Pumps
Powrmatic has introduced a new range of technologically-advanced air
conditioning DC inverter heat pumps. Available immediately, they include:
• High Wall Splits
• Compound Round Flow Cassettes
• Super Slim Round Flow Cassettes
• Ceiling and Floor Splits

For full details log on to
Powrmatic Ireland Ltd

www.powrmatic.co.uk

45 Broomhill Close
Tallaght
Dublin 24
Tel: 01 – 452 1533

in partnership with

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013
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NEWS AND PRODUCTS

New showrooms for
The Gas Company
The Gas Company has
opened a new purposedesigned showroom at Unit 1,
The Aldi Centre, Palmerstown
Village, Old Lucan Road, Dublin
20. Located directly opposite
Palmerstown Church, it is
immediately adjacent to the Aldi
store and just off the M50.

“A large portion of the 1500
sq ft premises is given over to
gas fires. This is an area we
specialise in as we have the
experience, technical knowledge
and expertise to advise
customers as to their most
energy-efficient and costefficient options.”

Matthew Smyth, Showroom
Manager, The Gas Company

“When looking to expand our
business” says Jimmy Egan,
Director, The Gas Company, “we
sought a location that would
attract increased footfall and
drive up sales. This site ticks all
the boxes and, while it is still
early days, the indications are
that it will do just that. It will
also direct more people to our
website because of the highprofile shopfront.

Complementing this expert
and friendly service is a range of
high-efficiency, quality gas fires
from leading manufacturers.
The Gas Company stocks only
premier-brand appliances, and
also offers a full installation
service.

CIBSE BBQ success
This year’s summer BBQ in Dicey
Reilly’s focused on encouraging all young
engineers to participate in the CIBSE
network. There was a great turn out for
this informal event and a few drinks and
some food were enjoyed by all. Picture
shows the large attendance enjoying the
food … and watching the footie!
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1

The Climapac
from Powrmatic

Climapac packaged AC heat
pump from Powrmatic
The Climapac from Powrmatic
is unique in that it is a complete
packaged air conditioning heat
pump satisfying both cooling
and heating demands. This is
achieved through a single,
compact and attractive wall
mounted indoor unit that
requires no outdoor unit – the
evaporator and condenser are
part of the indoor unit. There is
also a built-in electric heater
which boosts its heating
capacity by over 70%.
Powrmatic is Europe's
leading manufacturer of
commercial and industrial
heating equipment and offers
many different types of heating
solutions and a cost-effective
and efficient solution for you,
supported by a nationwide
sales and service network.
Over 60 years experience

has also taken the company to
the forefront of the heating
and ventilation industry,
providing architects, specifiers
and end users with a selection
of cost-effective, energy
efficient and low emission
space heating, ventilation and
air conditioning systems.
A range of insulated flues,
stainless steel liners and
associated chimney products
from sister company, marketleading flue manufactuer SFL
(formally Selkirk) is also
available ex-stock in Dublin.
Whether the requirement
is industrial or commercial
heating, Powrmatic Ireland has
a solution. All applications are
catered for and an expert team
of sales engineers provides
guidance and advice through
the selection process, ensuring
the most cost effective choice
of equipment. Free-of-charge
site surveys can also be
carried out.
Contact: Tony Delaney,
Powrmatic Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 452 1533;
Mobile: 086 – 604 0613;
email: tonydelaney@
powrmaticireland.com
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NEWS AND PRODUCTS

World Skills,
Leipzig, 2013

For the fuels of
today & tomorrow,
Riello Burners
have the
perfect match.

The Cork Institute of Technology will have two entrants
competing in the World Skills Competition in Leipzig in
July 2013. Ciaran Coady will represent Ireland in the
plumbing competition while Padraic Fennessy has
his sights set on winning gold in the refrigeration contest.

Eamonn Sheffron, CIT Lecturer with plumbing competitor
Ciaran Coady, David Wright, IMI, copper sponsor and Pat
O'Riordan, Plumbing Lecturer, CIT.

Ciaran is a recently-qualified plumber who works with
O'Neill Mechanical Engineers in Dublin and has trained
in Cork Institute of Technology with Pat O'Riordan,
Plumbing Lecturer, Centre of Craft Studies, as his
mentor. Irish Metal Industries sponsored the copper for
his training.
Ciaran will compete against representatives from 24
other countries over four days of competition and will
have to design, plan and install a plumbing installation
incorporating a bathroom
and shower room.
Meanwhile Padraic
Fennessy, who is
employed by Cross
Refrigeration, Dublin, is
also in full time training at
the Cork Institute of
Technology,
for the
Robert Burns, CIT with Padraic
Fennessy, who will compete in refrigeration competition.
the refrigeration competition.
During the competition
Padraic will have to compete against 23 participating
countries and will be tasked with completing three
modules in 20 hours of competition. These include
refrigeration system installation, air conditioning repair
and commissioning and a stand-alone electrical and
mechanical fault-finding exercise.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013

…For burners from 10kW to 30MW, Riello has the
perfect match for residential, commercial, industrial
and process applications. With over 80 years of
experience in design and manufacture, coupled with
leading technology and flexible burner design, Riello
is the No.1 choice in the UK and Ireland.

To find your perfect burner match to meet
your fuel and kW requirements, please call
+44 (0) 1480 432144 or use the online
burner selectors at www.rielloburners.co.uk

CIBSE accredited CPD course now available
Riello now offers a CPD course covering the key
areas of burner specification.
To register your interest in attending one of our
courses, please e-mail us on cpd@rielloburners.co.uk
or visit www.rielloburners.co.uk/cpd
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An excellent attendance at the recently-held Institute of
Refrigeration Ireland (IRI) annual general meeting —
coupled with active engagement from those present —
confirmed the enduring strength of the Institute and its
importance for the industry as a whole going forward.

Refrigeration
Institute looks
forward with
confidence
The review of the year’s activities
highlighted the successes of the last 12 months,
from the popular Refrigerants Initiative series to
joint events with CIBSE, Engineers Ireland and
AREA to name but a few. The 2012 Dinner and
Awards night was another great accomplishment
and it was proposed to make this occasion a
bi-annual event.
The theme of education and training came
up frequently in the
meeting, showing the
Institute’s concern in
the development of

the industry and investment in the future. “We
are trying to improve standards and practices in
our industry, gain knowledge, and share this with
our members”, said Seamus Kerr.
The Refrigerants Initiative series of seminars
has been particularly successful, highlighting the
various choices in refrigerant available today,
with individual talks devoted to HFC’s, ammonia,
hydrocarbons, etc. Those who attended six or
more seminars received a CPD Certificate of
Attendance from the Institute.
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

Outgoing President Dave Killalea congratulating incoming President Seamus Kerr.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1

Eugene Lynch, Lotus FM, receiving his IRI
certificate from President Seamus Kerr to
acknowledge his attendance at six or
more seminars throughout the year.

is a personal commitment to keeping professional
knowledge and skills up-to-date. The IRI is
strongly committed to supporting its members in
meeting this commitment, and in doing so
in a systematic and considered way. Nine
certificates were awarded at the AGM and the
intention is to resume the series after summer.
Concern was raised about the low number of
refrigeration apprentices registering, and also the
declining interest in RAC and engineering in
general in education. Student levels are currently
down in DIT & CIT. Seamus Kerr made the point
that the Government should be challenged and
questioned as to how it is promoting this
industry. There will be a future shortage of
trained engineers without further action.
That said, there has been a significant growth
in Institute membership. Some of that is due to
decreasing and discounted membership costs,
but it is also due to the proactive work of Council
members in promoting the Institute and what it
stands for. That effort was duly noted with a
round of applause from the floor.
The excellent contribution of outgoing
President Dave Killalea was similarly marked.
Dave recounted the many achievements of his
tenure, acknowledging and crediting the Council
and various committee members’ contribution to
these successes. In handing over the chain of
office to incoming President Seamus Kerr, he
urged all to continue with that support.
For further details contact:
www.instituteofrefrigerationireland.ie ■
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Hitachi keeps the juices flowing!
P Mulrine & Sons of Ballybofey in Donegal are
innovators in the Irish soft drinks market with a
range of award-winning juices, smoothies and
sauces that can be seen on grocery shelves and
chill cabinets across the entire country.
Continuity of production at its highvolume, automated manufacturing facility is
essential as it has to provide a constant and
reliable flow of vast quantities of cost-effective
private-label lines to Irish and UK multiples.
Consequently, when consultant Ronan Meally,
Mulrine’s Engineering Manager Michael Duncan
and refrigeration specialists Northern Refrigeration
reviewed the chilled water requirements of the
cooling systems at the Ballybofey facility, they
opted to dispose of much of the existing plant
and replace it with a single Hitachi chiller with a
massive 1100kW capacity.
On first investigation they found that the facility
was provided with chilled water from various air
cooled chillers. The bulk of chilled water used for
beverage production was generated by means of
two air cooled chillers. The remaining chillers were
used for cooling associated with cold rooms and
other specific production-line equipment.
The combined cooling capacity of the two chillers
was not sufficient to allow the facility to operate
effectively at 100% production. This was due to
failed compressors, the age of the chillers, and
increases in production lines.
The chillers had to be replaced to allow all lines
to operate concurrently and have sufficient cooling

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013

Michael Duncan, Mulrine’s Engineering
Manager, inspecting the unit during its
manufacture at Hitachi’s Barcelona plant.

capacity to ensure that the product is delivered at
approximately 25°C for filling. The single-unit
solution decided on to satisfy this requirement
was the Hitachi RCU2E400AG2.
This chiller offers the highest running cost
efficiency, together with provision of 10% spare

capacity. It was specially produced at Hitachi’s
manufacturing plant in Barcelona and Engineering
Manager Michael Duncan, along with Gerald
McGloin from Northern Refrigeration, visited the
plant to witness the manufacturing process
first-hand.
Continuity of production was critical so the
massive chiller was delivered to site, installed
and commissioned over a five-day period during
the Easter break. The existing chilled water pipes
were replaced, together with a new pump to
deliver chilled water from the new chiller to the
pasteurisers. The existing 10,000 litre buffer tank
was also retained.
The new chiller operates as the duty chiller, with
the two existing chillers retained to operate as
standby or assist. The new unit has integrated
controls which incorporate variable speed capacity
control, temperature control, auto restart after
power failure, electronic expansion valve control,
frost protection and circulating pump on/off control.
It also has a remote control facility so time and
temperature control of the chiller, and indication
of alarm codes, can be monitored and controlled
off-site.
“This was a particularly exciting project to be
involved in”, says Fergus Daly, Hitachi Area Sales
Manager Ireland. “Working closely as a team from
the outset, we delivered an all-embracing solution
that was cost-effective to install, is future-proofed
for Mulrine’s growing needs, is extremely energyefficient, and will deliver full payback over the
next two years”.
Contact: Fergus Daly, Hitachi.
Tel: 01 – 216 4406; Mobile: 087 – 277 9405;
email: fergus.dalyt@hitachi-eu.com ■
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The best of both worlds …
Since the merger of refrigeration
and air conditioning wholesalers
Dean & Wood Ireland and Gasco,
the newly combined entity known
as DWG is becoming a leader in
the Irish market. Individually, both
businesses were established market
players, one in refrigerant and
ancillary products and the other
in air conditioning, refrigeration
equipment and Danfoss
controls. Now under
the auspices of
DWG, they bring the
best of both worlds
to the industry.

Mark Kiely, DWG Director

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1

DWG supplies a package of
refrigeration and air conditioning
capital equipment, along with a
range of mechanical controls,
electrical controls, electronic
controls, ancillaries and installation
tools.
The business specialises in, but
is not restricted to, three market
sectors:
• Commercial refrigeration (for
supermarkets, restaurants, food
retail outlets and similar
applications);

• Comfort cooling (air conditioning
products delivering both heating
and cooling for commercial and
domestic use);
• Industrial refrigeration (for a
variety of applications as diverse
as large refrigerated distribution
centres and ice rinks).
Reflecting the synergies across the
Beijer Ref Group, DWG has a wealth
of premier brands to choose from.
All brand partners have been
selected for their product reliability
and environmental innovation.

Matt Bailie, LG Technical Sales

Stephen McGrath, Sales Engineer

DWG
Unit 2
Broomhill Business Park
Broomhill Road
Tallaght
Dublin 24
email: sales@dwgasco.ie
www.dwgasco.ie
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www.dwgasco.ie
We use the best in the business …
… with only the best in service
Suppliers to the business are as
important as customers and longterm relationships have been built
over many years. These partnerships
are cherished by DWG which gives a
solid business base to its product
offering to allow market share
growth.

Ex-stock availability
As well as an enviable inventory,
DWG offers ex-stock availability
across the majority of its product
offering. The recently-refurbished
warehouse and trade counter facility
is an inviting place for customers
to visit. This facility is further
complemented by a delivery service
across Ireland.

Beijer Groups strength in depth
The Beijer Ref Group has its origin in the 1970s when the Swedish
listed company, Skrinet, acquired the leading refrigeration wholesaler
in Sweden, AB Kylmateriel.
The Group grew significantly during the summer of 2004 with the
acquisition of Elsmark Holding ApS, a former subsidiary of Danfoss and,
at the beginning of 2009, with the acquisition of Carrier's refrigeration
wholesale operations in Europe and South Africa.
The acquired companies extended Beijer Ref's international market
coverage and the company now operates in 39 countries worldwide.
The total number of employees in the group is almost 1,800, while the
annual turnover is close to
€750 million.

“

Suppliers to the business are as important as
customers and long-term relationships have
been built over many years

”

Support from a
dedicated team
DWG has a committed, enthusiastic
and constantly-trained team. All core
competences work in unison offering
customer support in pre and after
sales, from system design to on-site
trouble shooting.
DWG’s mission is to provide the
best-value refrigeration and air
conditioning wholesale experience
in Ireland. The growing reputation,
through positive customer feedback,
bears testimony to the on-going
success of this operation.

Left to right: Ian Dennis, Jessica Ni Bhraonain, Denise O Neill, Willie Prizeman, Marta
McCarthy and Daniel Snow.

leadership with passion

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013
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SPECIAL REPORT

THE CHANGING FACE OF
SCHOOL BUILDING SERVICES
James Kavanagh is the Chief Executive of Varming
Consulting Engineers. He is an experienced building
services engineer with more than 20 years experience
in the design and management
of projects in the educational,
commercial, industrial and
pharmaceutical sectors.
James was responsible for the
execution of the design of the
Monaghan Education Campus
and headed up the Varming
Team which consisted of
discipline leads Jim Rogers,
Declan Doyle, David Farren, Declan Alcock and
Brendan McGuinne.
James holds a Bachelor of Science Honours Degree in
Building Services, is a Chartered Engineer, a Fellow of
the Association of Consulting Engineers of Ireland,
and a Registered European Engineer.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1

The design of school buildings in Ireland has changed
dramatically in the recent past. A key aspect of this change is in
the area of energy efficiency and sustainable design. It is
generally accepted that primary school buildings designed today
are approximately 80% more energy efficient than those
designed in the 1980s. This change has been informed by
advances in technology and design methods, coupled with the
Department of Education and Skills Energy Policy, and driven by
their suite of technical design guidance documents.
In this article James Kavanagh of Varming Consulting
Engineers describes how this policy has been implemented in
the design of County Monaghan’s VEC’s Education Campus and
how biomass technology, not normally considered an exact fit
for typical-scale educational facilities, has been successfully
integrated into the design of this large-scale project.

County Monaghan VEC’s Education Campus
County Monaghan VEC’s Education Campus is situated on the
site of the former military barracks located on the outskirts of
Monaghan Town. The development consists of the following
buildings located on a 20-acre site:
• Gaelscoil Ultain Primary School – 16 classrooms, 2,490sq m;
• Colaiste Oiriall Post Primary School – 400 pupils, 3,978 sq m;
• Monaghan Institute of Further Education – 700 pupils,
7,042 sq m;
• Sports Hall – 1,325 sq m;
• The Garage Theatre – circa 300 seats, 1,940 sq m.
This €42 million pilot project was procured on a devolved
basis by County Monaghan VEC. An integral part of this

12
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maximisation of natural daylighting,
natural ventilation, high standards
of building fabric design and
maximisation of solar gain to reduce
plant heat-up periods are passive in
nature. They are also in accordance
with the Department of Education and
Skills Technical Guidance Documents
which reflects the overall sustainable
approach to the project.

Design philosophy

Table 1
Maximising
Nature
Natural Ventilation

Utilising
Appropriate
Technologies

Energy
Targeting

Education

Building Air
Tightness

Intuitive
Systems

Awareness

Passive Solar

ICT Network
Enhanced Insulation

Daylighting

Monitor
Results

Green Schools

Heating and
Lighting Controls

Green Flag

Water Efficiency
Table 2
Building Energy Rating
Building
Gaelscoil Ultain
Primary School
Colaiste Oiriall
Post Primary School
Sports Hall
Monaghan Institute of
Further Education
The Garage Theatre

Air Permeability
(m3h-1m-2) @ 50Pa
DoES
Actual
Requirement Achieved
5.00
2.94

DoES
Requirement
A3

Actual
Achieved
A3

B1

A3

5.00

2.79

B1
N/A

B1
A3

5.00
N/A

2.63
2.76

N/A

B1

N/A

2.97

initiative is aimed at delivering value for
money while maintaining quality
designs which employ appropriate
sustainable design features. The design
of County Monaghan's VEC’s
Education Campus incorporates both
passive and active sustainable design
features. A key component of the
building services design is the
incorporation of a central biomass
woodchip boiler plant to augment the

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013

benefits of the passive sustainable
design features.

Sustainable design priorities
In conjunction with County Monaghan
VEC, architects Oppermann Associates
and design team members Varming
Consulting Engineers worked to define
the project’s sustainable design
priorities as part of the Stage 1 process.
Sustainable priorities such as the

The design philosophy employed on
this project incorporated the four key
principals of maximizing nature,
utilising appropriate technologies,
energy targeting and education.
See Table 1.
Maximising nature: Passive
sustainable energy measures such
as those highlighted in Table 1 are
sustainable elements of the design that
add to the overall comfort of the
occupants and minimise the use of
energy in operation.
Appropriate natural daylight and
ventilation levels were ensured at
design stage through the use of inhouse computer simulations. Daylight
levels, daylight penetration, ventilation
and associated energy efficiency were
key issues and, with the use of the
forgoing simulation software, ensured
that appropriate levels were designed
at Stage 1.
Utilising technologies: By
the appropriate use of the above
technologies, together with the
correct implementation of the
Department of Education and Skills
Technical Guidance Documents, the
buildings and systems have either
met or exceeded the Department of
Education and Skills’ requirements
applicable to the project in terms of
Building Energy Rating (BER) and Air
Permeability for educational buildings.
See Table 2.
Energy targeting: Energy
targeting and monitoring was an
important aspect of this project, both
in its initial implementation and as an
aid to the County Monaghan VEC’s
management to control running costs.
An intuitive targeting system monitors
the fuel, electricity and water
consumption rates. The energy
monitoring and targeting system is
available through the building
management system which is
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could be achieved by the use of
central wood chip boiler plant over
conventional decentralised oil or
LPG systems. In addition, there is an
associated average reduction of
approximately 410 Tonnes of CO2
emissions per annum.

Appropriate ESCO model
The central boiler plant system was
procured as part of the construction
contract and comprises two biomass
boilers, one oil fired boiler, fuel store,
fuel feed system and associated
controls.

monitored remotely by County
Monaghan VEC.
Education: As an educational tool
the energy targeting and monitoring
system is available and connected over
the ICT network to each principal’s
office in order to create an awareness
of each building’s consumption of
natural resources and the overall
impact on the environment. This
system can complement sustainable
operational features and future green
schools/green flag initiatives.
By the appropriate implementation
of the foregoing design philosophy the
design adds to the overall comfort of
the occupants, minimises energy
in use while, at the same time,
monitors performance and creates
an awareness of the each of the
buildings’ impact on the environment.

Appropriate renewable
technologies
In addition to the above passive energy
measures, we examined the options of
utilising the following renewable
technologies for the projects needs:
• Solar water heating
• Photovoltaic arrays
• Ground source heat pumps
• Combined heat and power
• Wind power
• Biomass fuel for heating
With the exception of biomass fuel
for heating, all of the foregoing options
were found not to be viable in terms of
some or all of the following – capital
costs, running costs, payback periods,
fitness for purpose and/or health and
safety concerns.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1

For example, photovoltaic arrays
were not considered suitable due to
high capital cost, significant payback
periods and appropriateness, while
wind turbines were considered not
suitable for the same reasons and the
additional health and safety concerns
regarding blade detachment.

Biomass fuel for heating
Acknowledging that biomass fuel
for heating is not normally considered
an exact fit for typical single-site school
applications, we carried out
an extensive study at Stage 1 regarding
the incorporation of a central biomass
plant for this multi- occupancy campus.
The study included an evaluation
of conventional oil and LPG-based
decentralised systems and an
evaluation of central wood pellet
and wood chip systems.
The design studies indicated that
expected average heating fuel costs
savings in the order of 50% per annum

Energy supply, maintenance,
servicing and ash removal was
procured using an Energy Supply
Company (ESCO) model whereby
the ESCO charges a combined unit
rate for the energy delivered by
the plant which incorporates the
cost for the maintenance, servicing
and ash removal.
An important aspect of this
contract is that the client is charged
for the energy delivered by the plant
which is measured by heat meters as
opposed to the quantity of fuel
delivered which by its nature, can
vary considerably in calorific value
per unit weight due to quality
and moisture content.
The incorporation of an
appropriate ESCO model which
satisfies particular client needs in
terms of cost, maintenance, technical
backup and security of fuel supply
has been found to be one of the key
elements which must be considered
in the implementation of a biomass
system. ■
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NEW

TOUCH SCREEN
PROGRAMMABLE
THERMOSTATS
Download the MYSON iPhone or
Android app at www.MYSON.co.uk/wifi

SMART TECHNOLOGY
Introducing The MYSON TOUCH and TOUCH RS

SMART
START
An intelligent innovation from
MYSON. Our Smart Start
Technology reduces heating
bills by automatically delaying
your system start-up time on
warm days.

TOUCH
SCREEN
The touch screen display is
so easy to use. The screen
is clear, the instructions are
simple and the unit is slim
and stylish.

Potterton Myson Ireland Ltd.
Tel: 01 459 0870 Fax: 01 459 0880
Email: sales@potterton-myson.ie www.potterton-myson.ie

MORE
CHOICE
The MYSON TOUCH controls
your room temperature and if
required your hot water. The
MYSON TOUCH RS controls
your room, floor temperature
or a combination of both.

heatingthroughinnovation.
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BEMS optimisation with
InTouch Control Systems
InTouch Control Systems has dedicated offices in
Cork and Dublin and specialises in the installation,
commissioning and maintenance of building energy
management systems (BEMS) for commercial, industrial
and pharmaceutical applications. It is an independent
specialist in the design, installation and commissioning
of complete building energy management systems, and
is an appointed integrator for the following systems –
Trend, Johnson Controls, Distech/Tridium.
InTouch works closely with its clients
to reduce energy consumption and meet
legislation by designing, building and
managing sustainable low-energy and costeffective solutions. Director John Reddin says
the core company philosophy is to provide a
good-value, high-quality, personal and friendly
service, while maintaining a secure and
progressive company for staff with ongoing
challenging projects.
John has over 14 years experience in the
controls industry, having worked on a wide
range of systems such as Trend, TAC, Cylon
and Lonmaker. For the past decade he has
engineered and commissioned major projects

nationwide for clients such as Apple
Operations Europe, University College Cork,
Bon Secours Hospital, Teva Pharmaceuticals
and Cork Airport DAA.

BEMS services offered
• Design and manufacture of motor control
•
•
•
•

centres (MCC) and BEMS control panels;
Intelligent building control systems
integration;
Electricity, gas and oil monitoring, heat
metering with maximum demand control;
HVAC and cleanroom control systems;
Design engineering, commissioning and
maintenance service;

Back row (L-R): Andrew Gibson, Ger Ambrose, John
Reddin, Gerry Kelleher and John Howard. Front row:
Helen McCormack and Brian McCarthy.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1

• Supply of control system panels together
with instrumentation and valves

• Lighting controls;
• Boiler and chiller automation with energy
reporting;

• Interfacing with other systems including
•
•

intrinsically-safe equipment for
hazardous areas;
Emissions’ monitoring and alarms;
System support and back-up, whether
the issue relates to system tuning, system
fault or maintenance.

BEMS for validated
environments
InTouch Control Systems has worked on the
design, management and commissioning of
high-profile validated BEMS projects in the
pharmaceutical and medical devices industry.
This has given the company an in-depth
knowledge and experience in the 21CFR Part
11 Directives for the HVAC industry, such as
at Teva Pharmaceuticals, Waterford.
Examples of the high level documentation
produced includes:
– Functional Design Specifications (FDS);
– Hardware Design Specifications (HDS);
– Factory Acceptance Test (FAT);
– Site Acceptance Test (SAT);
– Commissioning Document Protocol.

High-profile client list
InTouch Control Systems’ past projects and
current client list includes market-leading,
blue-chip, international companies, along
with hospitals, county councils, educational
institutions, etc.
Among them are: Cork Airport DAA; Apple
Operations Europe; AVIVA Stadium, Dublin;
Grand Canal Capita Building, Dublin; UPMC
Beacon Hospital, Dublin; ESB Head Office,
Dublin; Irish Prison Service; Marine Institute,
Galway; Webprint, Printing Facility, Cork; Bon
Secours Hospitals, Dublin and Cork; Teva
Pharmaceuticals, Waterford; Carbery Milk
Products, Ballineen, Co Cork; UCC Health
Sciences Building, Cork; Clare County Council,
Ennis; Cliffs of Moher Centre, Co Clare; Cork
City Council, Cork; United Drug, Dublin,
Bilfinger HSG Facility Management and
Noonan TM.
Contact: InTouch Control Systems.
Tel Cork: 021 – 423 2258;
Tel Dublin: 01 – 440 8610;
email: projects@intouchcontrols.ie ■
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Standard Control Systems
continue to expand
Standard Control Systems has in recent times
expanded its geographical reach and its product
range. It has recently recruited two additional
engineers for their newly opened offices in Mallusk,
Newtownabbey, just outside Belfast. The office in
London is going from strength to strength with the
recent winning of two significant BMS orders.
The LiGO lighting system,
recently introduced to Ireland, continues
to receive a huge amount of interest
from consultants and end-users within
the Republic and Northern Ireland.
Indeed, the first significant project
containing this ground-breaking DALI
lighting system was recently successfully
handed over to St Mary’s College, Belfast.
Three LiGO panels were installed in the
refurbished library, lecture theatres and
ICT suite. The College is a long-time user
of a Trend Building Management System
so LiGO’s Virtual IQ allows the lighting
system to be controlled from the
familiar 963 Supervisor.
LiGO is simple to specify, easy to
install and is commissioned to the
customers requirements, so it delivers
precise control, maximum energy savings
and reduces the maintenance cost of the
lighting installation.
“LiGO is a BMS for lighting control.
Customers who take sustainability
seriously should consider LiGO as part
of any building refurbishment”, says
Standard Controls’ Sean O’Toole.
“Furthermore, for new builds, the lighting
load within buildings has been ignored for
too long … its control and management
ought to be considered in a similar
fashion to that of HVAC loads.
“The simple graphing function ensures
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013

Sean O’Toole

15

the lighting works exactly as intended,
week in week out, and the automated
emergency light testing is a Godsend for
building managers”, added O’Toole.
While Standard Control Systems
continues to pursue contracts in the UK,
mainland Europe and the Middle East,
Seán O’Toole is at pains to point out
that its central focus remains steadfastly
upon the local Irish market. For example,
the company has recently consolidated its
position in the West of Ireland with the
appointment of a second Galwaybased, highly-experienced controls
engineer. It is now in a position to better
serve Trend, Cylon & Priva clients in
that region.
“Happily, we never relied too heavily
upon the commercial and hotel sectors”,
says O’Toole, “our primary focus has
always been on the pharmaceutical,
industrial, healthcare, education and
data-processing sectors. Some of these
sectors are now showing real signs of
life”, concludes O’Toole.
Standard Control Systems is always
on the look-out for experienced controls
engineers. If you would like to discuss
career opportunities with one of Ireland’s
most ambitious and progressive
companies, send your CV in the first
instance to: info@standardcontrol.ie
Contact: Sean O’Toole, Standard
Control Systems. Tel: 01 – 429 1800. ■

St Mary’s College, Belfast
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ith heating and hot
water accounting for
almost 45% of the
average home’s energy use,
controls and timers are critical if
energy consumption is to be
reduced and electricity costs
minimised.
Chronotherm has a vast wealth
of experience and expertise in
heating controls and timers, having
supplied innovative solutions from
market-leading brands for nearly
25 years.
The product portfolio still
includes established brands such as
Sangamo and Flash but, in
response to customer demand for
dedicated control products tailored
for the needs of the Irish
marketplace, Chronotherm has
combined forces with some of the
world’s leading manufacturers
to develop its own range
called CTC.

CHRONOTHERM
CONTROLS LIMITED
Reliable, Proven, and Simple

EZIPROG 1-24/7

EZi to fit
EZIPROG 2-24/7

EZi to use
ave
h
s
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e
od
y
All m day/2-da
, 5- our
y
a
D
7
4-h
2
d
n
a
ns
optio

EZIPROG 3-24/7

EZi as 1, 2, 3...
EZi Prog. PROGRAMMERS

EZIFIT ¾”IR motorised valve and actuator
CTC’s EZIFIT ¾” motorised valve and actuator is a 2-port
copper to copper unit designed and manufactured specifically
for Irish copper connections. Main features and benefits are:
• Plug-in power cable
• Quick-release actuator
• Valve open LED
• Spring return
• Irish nuts and rings
• Metric version available
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1
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EZi Prog programmers –
easy to install … simple
to operate
The CTC range comprises a number
of one, two and three-channel
timers, in addition to a
2-port copper-to-copper motorised
valve and actuator. All the controls
are easy to fit, are flexible and
functional, offer options of 24-hour,
5/2-day or 7-day programming,
and are simple to set and operate.
All timers are of contemporary
and stylish design to coordinate
with modern and traditional home
designs.
Whatever the application or no
matter how simple or sophisticated
the timing requirements, the CTC
EZi Prog programmer range is
the perfect solution.

.

EP3 - 24/7 3-Channel
Programmer
EZi to fit programmer with three
independent time control channels,
usually hot water and two
individual heating zones
(upstairs and downstairs). Perfect
for use with with fully-pumped
central heating systems, using
three 2-port zone valves (gravity
system option).
EP3 is the ideal solution
for separation of upstairs or
conservatory/underfloor heating
requirements. The multi-channel
capabilities also facilitate separate
time programming for living and
sleeping.

EP1 - 24/7 Single Channel
Programmer
EZi to fit programmer for use
on fully-pumped systems. Perfect
for use with combination boilers
where only one heating zone is
necessary. Can also be used for
additional heating zone in retrofit
when a two or three-channel
programmer is already installed,
or for when additional hot water
control is required.

EP2 - 24/7 2-Channel
Programmer
EZI to fit programmer with two
independent time control channels,
usually heating and hot water.
Perfect with fully-pumped central
heating systems, and an option
for gravity systems, using a 3-port
mid-position motorised zone valve
or two 2-port motorised zone
valves.

Sangamo Powersaver

Flash Controls

Sangamo Powersaver products are a set
of simple-to-use, multi-application
controllers that offer a wide choice of
programming functionality and
flexibility.
They are designed to control the
timing of operations such as water
heating to ensure energy is not wasted
and running costs are reduced.
The Powersaver range can switch a
resistive load of
16amps and
choices vary
from the simple
Powersaver
Boost switch,
which has a
boost period of
30 minutes, one
hour and two
hours, to the
fully-programmable 7-day Powersaver
24/7 switch. There is also a new dual
immersion controller available called
the PS Dual.
Their energy efficient heating controls
range from standard and solar
electromechanical timer switches to
immersion timers for electric boilers.

Chronotherm and Flash are synonymous in Ireland with a trading
relationship stretching back many years. The Flash Programmer Plus 1
central heating programmer sits perfectly within the Chronotherm
portfolio. Features include:
• Easy to install, set and operate
• Clock setting in both directions
• Timed-off-constant switching option • Protection by cover
• “On” indicator lamp
• Boost and advance functions
Also from Chronotherm is the Flash Immermat 24hr immersion time
clock intended for the timed control of immersion heating boilers, lighting,
watering systems, etc in homes and businesses. It is available in two
versions – with, or withour, a surface-mounting box.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013

Chronotherm Controls Ltd
Unit E2, Clonlara Road
Baldonnell Business Park, Dublin 22
Tel: 01 – 410 5756
Email: sales@chronotherm.ie

www.chronotherm.ie
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New Myson Touch
programmable thermostats

The new Myson Touch range of
programmable thermostats from PMI allows
the user to set different room temperatures
for the morning, day, evening and night
time. Easy to use, the touch screen is clear
and bright, the instructions are simple,
and the unit is slim and stylish.
The Myson Touch incorporates “smart
start” thechnology that saves both energy
and money by delaying the heating start-up
time when the weather is warmer, and
ensuring that the home is warm when
needed. Features include temperature hold,
temperature override, and holiday function.
Two models are currently available – the
Touch and the Touch RS. There are four
adjustable timed periods and, if activated,
the second timed channel can control the
on/off times of the hot water.
The Myson Touch RS is primarily designed
for underfloor heating systems. It allows
the control of room temperature with four
adjustable timed periods by sensing the
temperature of the room, floor, or a
combination of both. The RS version is
supplied as standard with a 3-metre
remote sensor. ■

Myson TRV 2-Way now A-rated
Although a tried, tested and very successful product within the
Myson range of controls, there is always a new demand to be met.
Specifiers, installers and the general public are all looking for a
simple means of comparison between products.
The Myson TRV 2-Way has been around for a long time, proving
its worth in simplicity of control and energy saving. Responding to
industry changes Myson modified the unit to provide competence
of operation whichever way the water was to flow through the
valve – hence the name “2-Way”.
Then the home market wanted further changes, to ensure that
if the valve was closed off and the radiator removed, there was no
danger of water being released from the valve on a cold night.
Hence the positive shut-off facility.
Now there is a requirement to carry a direct comparator to
confirm comparable efficiency in the form of a colour coded rating
– a Thermostatic Efficiency Label in accordance with TELL (a
product classification system of the European TRV industry). The
classification gives a grading from A to G, with A the top grade.
The Myson TRV 2-Way carries the TELL A-rating, confirmation
that it meets the highest of standards. Add to this the variety of
valve bodies available, with or without the addition of push-fit
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1

connections, and Myson provides a product that can be relied on to
appeal to all users.
Contact: Poterton Myson Ireland. Tel: 01 – 459 0870;
email: sales@potterton-myson.ie; www.potterton-myson.ie ■
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Standard Control Systems
Retrofit, Installation, Design, Commissioning, Maintenance, Validation, MCC
Manufacture, High-Level Interfacing, Metering and Targeting, Data Hosting
There really is only one “One-Stop Shop”
The art of having control
Connecting minds and machines

IRELAND – UK – EUROPE – MIDDLE EAST
WWW.STANDARDCONTROL.IE

Building Energy Management and Control Systems
InTouch Control Systems, located in Cork and Dublin, specialises in the installation, commissioning and maintenance
of Building Energy Management Systems (BEMS) in the commercial, industrial and pharmaceutical sectors.
We provide the following services:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Supply and commission of Building Energy Management Systems
Maintenance of Building Energy Management Systems
Stand-alone Boilerhouse Control Systems
Identification and implementation of Energy Reduction Strategies
Technical Support and Training
Supply of Instrumentation and Spare Parts

Cork: Unit 608 Harbour Point Business Park, Little Island.
T: 021 423 2258 E: projects@intouchcontrols.ie
Dublin: 2 Ballymount Road Upper, Dublin 24.
T: 01 440 8610 E: projects@intouchcontrols.ie

www.intouchcontrols.ie
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013
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Data centre peace
of mind by Core AC
While devising appropriate and tailored solutions for
indoor environments is essential no matter what the
application, there is no denying how critical it is in
respect of data centres and computer rooms. System
failure and downtime simply cannot be tolerated
in such instances as the consequences can be
catastrophic from both a performance and cost
point of view.
Consequently, it is perhaps the
most complex area of building services
and one which requires specialist attention
based on experience, knowledge, technical
know-how and product quality. Core Air
Conditioning is one of the few companies
operating in the field who match this
exacting criteria.
Core has a long-standing reputation as
one of the leading market players providing
customised indoor environment control,
and is especially renowned for delivering
comprehensive turnkey packages for data
centres and computer rooms. It has a
wealth of experience and technical
expertise in the field, thanks to its own
highly-qualified, in-house engineers, and

Emerson Network Power offers
a complete menu of service
options for data centres to
meet any specific need.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1

its partnership with the global Emerson
Group and, by extension, Liebert.
Whether it is a new-build or retrofit
situation, Core engages with the client,
the consultant and contractor (as
appropriate) from the earliest possible
stage, and only proposes a solution when
all the relevant parameters have been
thoroughly discussed and clarified.
Invariably they include free-cooling
chillers, cold aisle containment,
modulating in-row cooling units,
high-efficiency UPS systems, etc
Key issues considered at the design
stage are power, cooling, metering,
monitoring, fire suppression, leak
detection, etc. These are then analysed

in relation to the specific needs of the
client to help identify gaps in power and
cooling infrastructure, reduce operating
costs, improve IT system availability, and
plan for additional IT capacity.
Core also offers a full range of
professional assessments, electrical
testing and service management support,
not just to prevent downtime, but to
enhance data center performance while
containing energy-usage costs.
Indeed, underpinning the entire process
is the system’s power usage effectiveness
(PUE). When designing the technical
spec for the project, capital costs and
day-to-day operating costs are considered
in equal measure to system performance
and reliability.
This emphasis is also carried through to
ongoing maintenance procedures. Core’s
pro-active maintenance programmes
can significantly extend the life of the
power systems, decrease capital
investment, optimise system efficiency
and effectiveness, and increase overall
system availability. This is done by way
of a combination of the following:
– Preventive maintenance;
– Remote monitoring;
– Professional assessments;
– Upgrades;
– Efficiency of emergency response;
– Service management and support.
Continuous on-site and in-house system
monitoring prevents major system
failures. Potential problems are invariably
flagged quite early so they can be dealt
with quickly and efficiently before they
become a major issue. To that end Core
offers 24-hour call-out, seven days a
week, 365 days of the year. It also has
its own dedicated engineers who liaise
with, and respond to, the client’s
Facilities Manager directly.
Apart from optimised system
performance, trouble-free operation and
excellent energy usage, what Core Air
Conditioning provides most of all is
client peace of mind.
Contact: Austin McDermott, Core Air
Conditioning. Tel: 01 – 409 8912;
email: austin@coreac.com;
www.coreac.ie ■
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IPFMA NEWS

Vincent Hickey elected
Chairman for 2013/2014 term
Commercial property and facilities
management professional Vincent Hickey
was elected Chairman of the Irish Property
& Facility Management Association at its
recent AGM. A chartered surveyor, Mr Hickey
is an operations director with global
management company Aramark, which
acquired Irish Estates four years ago, where
he was a director of operations and business
development. He has been elected for a oneyear term and takes over from outgoing
chairman Sean Aylward, Centre Manager
of Nutgrove Shopping Centre at
Rathfarnham, Dublin.
In his inaugural address Mr Hickey noted

that this year sees the 25th anniversary of
the Association, which was formed under
the auspices of the Society of Chartered
Surveyors in 1989.
He announced that at this milestone in the
IPFMA’s history, and in line with property and
facility management having grown hugely as
a profession over the past 25 years, it is now
timely for the Association to look at further
strategic development. “It is important for us
to reflect on our purpose and our structure
at this point”, he said, “and we intend to
do this over the next couple of months”.
Among the new chairman’s plans is for the
IPFMA to invest in technology to facilitate

We are providing specific training for property
and facility managers in areas of professional
development, advancement and compliance

Newly-appointed IPFMA Chairman Vincent Hickey with outgoing chairman Sean Aylward.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013

learning over the internet. “It is the IPFMA’s
intention to reach out to all members to see
how we can best benefit them. We see an
investment in technology to facilitate online
learning, such as scheduling live recordings
of educational seminars on the internet, as
one of the major advances in persuing this
goal”, he said.
Mr Hickey also promised continued
investment in education, saying that it is
paramount to success and growth. He spoke
of the growing education and training
programmes provided by IPFMA Skillnet,
for which the Association has successfully
secured government support funding over
the last two years.
The IPFMA has been approved for a grant
of €98,000 for this year, based on its
successful Skillnet training performance
during 2012 for which government grants
were also received. “This now means we
are providing specific training for property
and facility managers in areas of professional
development, advancement and
compliance”, he said.
A Fellow of the IPFMA, Mr Hickey has
been a member of the Association since
1996 and served on its board for seven
of these years. From an engineering
background, he has over 25 years experience
in property and facility management, having
joined Irish Estates in 1987.
He was appointed a director of the
company in 2004 and in 2009, following
the takeover of Irish Estates by the global
Aramark Group, he became operations
director in Aramark Ireland’s property and
facilities department. He has been responsible
for the management of the major part of the
IFSC complex since its inception.
A qualified chartered surveyor, Vincent
Hickey is also a member of both the Society
of Chartered Surveyors Ireland and of the
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors.
Contact: Fiona Barron, IPFMA Chief
Executive. Tel: 01 – 644 5520;
email: fbarron@ipfma.com ■
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Future proofed with Ekoheat
Ekoheat is also one of the most ‘future-proof’ pellet
boiler systems, which is demonstrated with the Danishproduced TOUCH SCREEN control panel, and can
easily be updated via USB connection. Additionally,
the installation is manufactured to be compatible with
upgrades such as Ekosupply; an automatically wood
pellet conveying system which converts wood pellets by
vacuum. This simply requires an additional top plate for
the hopper.

Ekocompress; an ashtray that automatically
compresses the ashes, which means it is only
needed to be emptied a few times per year.
Control for this accessory is pre-installed in the
boiler´s touch screen control panel.
Development is on-going with the Ekoheat system
and we will also soon be offering accessories such
as oxygen control and PC interface.

Ekoheat Wood Pellet Boiler
This unique facility is available in four sizes: Ekoheat
900 (9 kW), Ekoheat 1500 (15 kW), Ekoheat 2500
(25 kW) and Ekoheat 4000 (42 kW). Ekoheat pellet
boilers are very compact and usually no bigger than an
oil or gas system. The boiler, pellet burner and supply
auger are always supplied as a kit, which optionally
can be mounted optionally on the top or the back of the
boiler. The hopper for wood pellets can be placed either
side of the boiler and is available in two sizes; 160

litres and 350 litres. Ekoheat 900 & 1500 are approved
accordingly to EN 303-5 by the DTI (Danish Technology
Institute) and has achieved the AA in environment and
energy. Additionally, the Ekoheat is one of the few
systems meeting such high results necessary for the
strict Austrian market, which has extra tough demands
on the emission of pollutants,
as measured in
NOx values.
(NOx = Nitrogen oxides).

Self-cleaning

Control with Touch Screen Display

Ekoheat is a self-cleaning system that
requires only minimum maintenance
and attention. The ashes will
automatically be pushed into the ash
tray so you do not have to remove
pellet burner every week for cleaning.
Additionally, the boiler has automatic

The controller on the boiler is a compact
computer with functions that provide
incredible operating opportunities. There
are a whole series of programs installed
that you only activate as you need these
features. It may for example be domestic

environmentally conscious heating, as
these channels are kept free of soot.
So you do not only avoid the dirty
work, you also save money.

also programs for extra accessories like the
Ekocompress ashtray are installed in the
controller and are simply activated if you buy
this product. The controller is also divided
into End-User and Installer settings, making it

all very easy to manage. Everything is easily
updated via a USB port which follows the
controller serial number, so you always get
the correct and latest program version. The
touch screen display controller is a unique
feature and when not in use, automatically
goes into
screensaver
mode, which
digitally displays
the time.

Simple and Easy Installation
The Ekoheat boiler’s layout and dimensions
make it one of the markets easiest pellet
boilers to install. Since Ekoheat is provided
only as a kit and is not very large, there is

expansion, just as in oil-/gas boilers,
which helps to simplify the installation. The
Ekoheat is delivered on a single pallet with
protective packaging.
on a single

and adjustment as a result. Additionally,
both the boiler and the hopper are ready
for installation with the hopper on either the
right and the left side, so you cannot get it
delivered incorrectly. The Ekoheat is provided
have been approved for pressure
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1
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Pellet Boiler System
with Efficiencies of 95.5%

Ekopower Heating Ltd
Unit 2 Block 32
Oaktree Business Park
Dunderry Road,
Trim Co. Meath
Tel: 046 - 948 3497
email: info@ekopower.ie
www.ekopower.eu

PRICES
START FROM

If you are considering changing your heating
system, then look no further than the EkoHeat
pellet boiler system. It has been described
as the best, most affordable, environmentally
friendly, self-cleaning system available and it has
also achieved the
among all
pellet boilers in a Danish accredited Institute,
where it is approved according to EN 303-5
Class 3 (Ekoheat 4000 EN 303-5 Class 5).

€3100
EX VAT

This boiler is not only ideal as an alternative to
an oil boiler, it also competes with other heating
systems such as gas, geothermal, heat pumps,
solid fuel, etc. It is especially applicable when
taking environmental and energy consumption
into account.
Heating with sustainable wood pellets is CO2
neutral, heating with gas and oil is not. So in
addition to the environmentally friendly heating,
there is also a considerable advantage when
you calculate the payback on the acquisition of
an Ekoheat pellet boiler system.
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BETTER
business

INCORPORATING
YOUR BUSINESS
A commonly-asked question, especially among domestic
installers, is whether or not to register as a limited company or
remain as a sole trader. Each individual case is different but, in
making the decision, it is important to consider the pros and
cons of both scenarios.
Let’s teke the advantages of becoming a limited company first:
12.5% corporation tax on excess trading profits
Excess profits are profits that you don’t need to extract as a salary
to cover you personal expenditure and that you wish to leave in
the company for future expansion, or to extract at a later date.
As a sole trader you must pay your tax in full at the marginal rate.
Therefore, most sole traders who have excess profits will pay the
higher rate, comprising income tax, USC & PRSI of approximately
52%, regardless of whether the intention is to reinvest the profits
in the business;
Limited liability
Providing you have not engaged in fraud or traded recklessly, and
providing you have not signed personal guarantees, you will not
bear personal liability for the debts of the company in the
unfortunate scenario that it fails;
Civil Service motor and subsistence allowances
For limited companies motor and subsistence allowances at the
Civil Service rate are available to all employees, including company
directors. This can be particularly useful if you travel away from
your office frequently in the course of your duties. As a sole
trader, you have no automatic right to subsistence allowance and
Revenue has been particularly strict on this in recent times;
Better tax planning
Improved tax planning opportunities in relation to pension
funding, extraction of surplus profits on retirement, etc.
Tax exemptions for start-ups
Exemption from corporation tax is possible for start-up companies.
This only applies to trading companies and to new businesses, and
not to existing businesses that are already incorporated.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1

Pat Egan is an A.I.T.I. Chartered Tax Advisor and is a
principal of Westland Tax & Accountancy. He has
many years experience
across a wide range of
tax and accountancy
issues, and is especially
knowledgable of
contracting matters
in the building
services sector. He
can be contacted at
086 – 823 1823 or
email: pegan@wta.ie Web: taxassistance.ie
Among the disadvantages of being a limited company are:
Higher compliance costs
The costs of set up and the ongoing costs for a limited company
are higher than for a sole trader.
Loss of privacy/additional responsibility
Additional responsibilities and loss of privacy are among the
downsides for company directors. An Annual Return listing the
shareholders and directors of the company, together with an
abridged set of accounts, must be filed in the Companies
Registration Office each year.
Cash flow disadvantage
As a sole trader you are not obliged to pay your tax until
31 October each year. As the owner director of a company
you are subject to PAYE on any salary you take throughout
the year.
Critical issues
Probably the two biggest issues to bear in mind at all times
when considering whether to incorporate or not is whether
you need to protect yourself with limited liability, and whether
you have sufficient surplus profits to avail of the 12.5%
Corporation Tax Rate. If, as an owner operator, you need to
extract all your profits to manage your day-to-day living
expenses, the 12.5% Corporation Tax Rate won’t be an
advantage to you.
It is important also to be aware that there are a number of tax
issues to deal with if you decide to incorporate, such as Capital
Gains Tax on the disposal of your sole trader business to the
company, VAT on the transfer of leases in relation to premises,
stamp duty, etc. Almost all of these can be avoided by availing
of tax reliefs, but they must be handled correctly or could be
problematic.

This article is for general guidance only and you should always
take professional advice relevant to your circumstances. ■
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INDUSTRY NEWS REPORT

M&E skills shortage in
west of Ireland
Over the last few years in

Earlier this year the Supreme Court

the construction industry,

declared Registered Employment Agreements to
be unconstitutional. While the full ruling is yet
to be publicised, it is widely anticipated that this
effectively tears up the restrictions that these
agreements have placed on terms and conditions
for workers in the construction industry. This
could be a hugely positive step towards
increased competiveness and job creation.
Businesses will need to adapt quickly to the
new environment. Existing workforces will be
bound by current contractual arrangements,
but new enterprises will not be similarly
encumbered. It will be imperative for
organisations to address this imbalance.
The other major issue facing construction
companies at present in Ireland is the shortage,
yes shortage, of degree-qualified engineers,
quantity surveyors and project managers within
the mechanical and electrical sector of the
construction industry.
The lure of jobs in Canada, Australia and the
Middle East has left Ireland bereft of degreequalified professionals and the talent pool
is struggling to be replenished with CAO
applications for construction and engineering
courses ever decreasing.
There has been a migration of our
construction professionals due to the lack of
opportunities in Ireland over the last five years.
As the industry declined, many of the country’s
most talented professionals moved overseas.
However, Ireland is currently at a crossroads.

the cost of tender prices
has plummeted and this
sharp fall has coincided
with downward pressure
being applied to hourly
earnings. Following the
recent landmark ruling by
the Supreme Court, is the
industry about to benefit
from a radically different
labour cost-base? …
asks Niall Toland, Senior

Manager, Hays Recruiting
(below).

Now that there is a bit more life in the industry,
there is a shortage of these same professionals
and companies are struggling to find the right
people. Here in Galway we have several
construction firms – particularly in the
mechanical and electrical/building services
sector – retaining our services to source
various staff for upcoming projects.
With the various refurbishment and newbuild work that is scheduled for 2013 in the
pharmaceutical and medical devices sector,
there is a high demand in the west of Ireland
for candidates with experience in those areas.
While there will always be a requirement for
HVAC experience, process piping experience is
in major demand at present. Project engineers
and managers with this background should
have no difficulty securing employment in
the west of Ireland”.
Hays in Galway is currently dealing with
a number of clients that are looking to hire
mechanical project managers and mechanical
engineers (process piping/pharmaceutical/hvac
experience), a mechanical quantity surveyor
and estimator, as well as a mechanical quality
engineer and commissioning manager. There
is also a senior-level vacancy for a mechanical
bid/tendering manager. These vacancies are
based in Galway, Mayo and Sligo with salaries
ranging from €30,000 to €80,000.
Contact: Niall Toland, Hays Recruiting.
Tel: 091-533586;
email: niall.toland@hays.com ■

Ireland is currently at a crossroads. Now that there is a
bit more life in the industry, there is a shortage of M&E
professionals and companies are struggling to
find the right people.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013
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Panasonic PACi Elite and
new VRF 3-pipe ECOi
With a focus on energy-saving
solutions Panasonic has unveiled two
new pioneering product lines – the PACi
Elite and the VRF 3-pipe ECOi ranges.
PACi Elite
Joining the standard PACi System, the new
Elite models are designed for high-demand
applications, making them more energyefficient than ever before. The extensive lineup comprises wall-mounted units, cassettes in
two frame sizes – 90cm by 90cm and 60cm by
60cm, ducted units, under-ceiling units and
floor-mounted units. Models are available with
varying static pressure levels and connectivity
options include air handling units and superefficient air curtains.
Featuring energy-saving fans, fan motors,
compressors and heat exchangers, the PACi
Elite offers market-leading benefits with
the 10kW model achieving a high SCOP
value of 5.3 (PN duct type).
Further improving the system’s performance,

Panasonic PACi Elite

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1

the units incorporate DC inverter technology
to minimise energy wastage, and R410A
refrigerant to reduce the unit’s CO2
emissions.
Meeting commercial and seasonal demands,
the new PACi Elite Panasonic models provide
continuous cooling, even when outside
temperatures are as high as 46°C. They will
also provide heating when external conditions
are as low as -20°C, and cooling when
conditions are down to -15°C outside.
The compact size of the exterior unit makes
it ideal for discreet installation and where
space is at a premium. The 5kW outdoor unit is
only 56cm high, 79cm long and 28.5cm deep,
making it very easy to install.

VRF 3-pipe ECOi
Also new from Panasonic is the 3-pipe ECOi
MF2 series that was specifically designed for
energy saving and high efficiency performance.
With a wide choice of outdoor and indoor
units, this series is ideal for the most
demanding of offices and large buildings.
The new ECOi 3-pipe is one of the most
advanced VRF systems available. In addition
to high-efficiency and performance, its
sophisticated design makes installation
and maintenance much easier.
The five types of outdoor units with
different capacities have been standardised
to one compact case. Significant development
has taken place to optimise thermal transfer.

Panasonic 3-pipe ECOi MF2 series

Refrigerant pipework has been specially
designed to maximise the airflow profile
within the heat exchanger, providing an even
dissipation of thermal energy.
The new 3-pipe ECOi MF2 series is said to
offer the highest COP in the industry of 4.77
at full load for the 8HP units. It can provide
simultaneous heating and cooling for up to
52 indoor units and, with a maximum capacity
of 48HP, it is an ideal solution even for the
most demanding of VRF requirements.
Other benefits include increased piping
length that can be adapted to a variety of
building types and sizes. A maximum length
of 180m can be achieved from the outdoor
unit to the furthest indoor unit. By using
R410a with low-pressure loss, pipe sizes
for discharge, suction and liquid are
all reduced.
The operating range has also been
extended for both cooling and heating
functions. By changing the outdoor fan to an
inverter, the cooling range has been extended
by -10°C and, using a compressor with a
high-pressure vessel, has seen an increase
in the heating range even with an outside
temperature of -20°c.
Contact: Vincent Mahony, Panasonic Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 413 5311; Mobile: 087 – 969 4221;
email: vincent.mahony@eu.panasonic.com ■
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CIBSE NEWS

Sean Dowd elected
Chairman CIBSE Ireland
I am delighted and honoured to

After many years on the
CIBSE Ireland Committee –
and two of those as Vice
Chairman – Sean Dowd
assumed the role of Chairman
at the Institutions’ recent
AGM. Because of the close
working relationship he
developed with his

assume the chair of CIBSE Ireland and will
endeavour to maintain the high standards set
by the previous chairs of the committees.
I have thoroughly enjoyed the past number
of years working with the committee in a
number of areas including the conference,
annual lunch, CPD events and the student
awards. I have also witnessed first hand
the dedication and commitment of
committee members to the Institution and
its activities.
I thank both Tony McKinley for inviting me
onto the committee in the first place, and
Derek Mowlds for inviting me to be the vice
chair for the last two years.
May I take this opportunity to congratulate
and thank Derek for chairing the committee,
and for delivering an excellent programme of
CIBSE events and activities during his tenure.
Derek’s experience and knowledge gained
from his past experience on the CIBSE
committee made for an easy transition to
chairman and the responsibility that comes
with this position.
I will continue to rely on the advice and
guidance of Derek and other past chairs as

I feel that each year we should continue to
build on the successes of previous years.
I look forward to working with the
committee going forward and thank those
who have agreed to continue with their roles
and activities, and others who have assumed
new roles. I completely understand that it
is becoming increasingly difficult for us all
to devote this time to the Institution, but
feel that there is a corresponding benefit
to the companies and organisations that
support our involvement, as well as
the wider engineering community.
I will start work immediately on the
programme of events and activities for the
year ahead and will be in touch with the
committee over the next few weeks to
finalise our plans.
I would also like to welcome new
committee members, Patrick Field and
Andrew Campbell, and look forward to
their involvement and participation over
the coming year – the committee needs to
continually develop and new members are
always welcome.
So, In terms of the year ahead, and some
of the challenges that we face as a sector,

predecessor, Derek Mowlds,
Sean has hit the ground
running and here he outlines
his plans not just to continue,
but to further develop, the
huge momentum CIBSE
Ireland has harnessed in
recent years.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013

Derek Mowlds, outgoing chair, congratulating Sean Dowd, the newly-elected CIBSE Ireland Chairman.
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and Research (SDAR) Awards, will all take
place in DIT Bolton St and Kevin St next year.
All these awards are an excellent opportunity
to showcase some of the great work and
projects delivered by the students, young
engineers and senior engineers in our sector,
all supported and encouraged by the DIT and
CIBSE. My thanks to the committee members
who manage and oversee these projects, and
also the many sponsors whose contribution is
equally invaluable.

CIBSE Ireland committee members Damien Flynn, Stephen Donohue and Brian West.

I am determined to continue to raise the
profile of building services engineering within
industry, including the Public Sector and with
other institutions and organisations, such as
the RIAI, Engineers Ireland and Irish Green
Building Council to name but a few. I also
thank Pat Lehane for his continuous efforts
in creating and maintaining some of these
key links.
We will also collaborate on CPD events
with other organisations in the built
environment to promote an integrated
approach to design and energy efficiency.
Building services engineers are central to
the delivery of low energy, low carbon and
efficient buildings (including refurbishments)
while maintaining occupant comfort and
indoor air quality. It is essential, therefore,
that we are appointed and integrated into
project teams from the outset to maximise
the benefits of early engineering input to the
design process.
CIBSE will continue to monitor, and
contribute to, developments in regulations
and policy relating to carbon reduction,
energy, engineering and the built
environment, and keep our members up
to speed with the very latest information,
so we can, in turn, advise our clients and
colleagues. We will achieve this by
maintaining our strong links with the
Department of the Environment, ETCI, the
SEAI, the Department of Communictions,
Energy and Natural Resources, and the OPW.
Looking ahead, these are but some brief
highlights of what we have planned for the
coming 12 months. Comprehensive details of
the full schedule will be published shortly.
CPD programme
The committee and I are currently working on
the programme of CPD events and look
forward to including exciting new topics and

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1

technologies. To that end I extend an
invitation to all involved in the industry to
make suggestions. We also intend to
continue with, and extend, live webcast links
so that more people can participate from
around the country, and even abroad.
Technical symposium
The CIBSE technical symposium will be held in
Croke Park on 3/4 April 2014. The event will
be organised in conjunction with CIBSE in the
UK. This event will provide a platform for
industry, academics and researchers to
present peer-reviewed papers on areas
covering current research and development
with opportunities to share experiences and
foster and develop contacts.
CIBSE Awards
The DIT Bolton St Student awards, the Young
Lighter Awards and the Sustainable Design

Networking and site visits
A number of other lectures, seminars and
networking oppportunities will take place,
including a masterclass presentation at The
Energy Show 2014. In addition, various site
visits will be arranged in conjunction the
Irish Green Building Council and some of
the other building industry trade and
professional bodies.
Social events
On a lighter note, both the CIBSE Golf
Outing and the Annual Lunch will also go
ahead, in addition to the young engineers’
BBQ evening.
Conclusion
So, to conclude, I am committed to working
with the committee in serving the Institution
and its members to the very best of my
ability over the coming year. I would
welcome any suggestions that you may
have in relation to the work of the CIBSE
committee, and any particular areas that
you think we should concentrate more of
our efforts on. ■

CIBSE Ireland Past-Chairmans’ Dinner 2013
Pictured at the CIBSE Ireland Past Chairmans’ Dinner held in Dublin on 25 May 2013 were:
Back row – Greg Traynor, Tony McKinley, Michael McDonagh, Eamon O’Brien and Brian Homan.
Middle row – Jim Curley, Michael McNerney, Brian Sterling, John Cuthbert and Brian Geraghty.
Front row – Kevin Kelly, Derek Mowlds, Sean Mulcahy, Margaret Dolan, Gerard Keating, Seamus
Homan and Sean Dowd, current Chairman.
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As with many things in life,
especially in Ireland, my
move to South Africa came
about through a friend
of a friend. With work in
Ireland limited, slow and
Michael
unprofitable, I had been
Buckley
trying to get into the
ct,
je
ro
P
h
it
m
Ladys
“expats overseas”
a
South Afric
system again for about three months
with nothing happening. Then out of the blue came this offer of a job
as Contracts Manager on a pumped hydro-electrical scheme in South Africa.

A
postcard
from
abroad

The job was offered by Impregilo Group,
listed on the Italian Stock Exchange and the
leading Italian general contractor. The client is
Eskom, the South African equivalent of our
Electricity Supply Board. The project is the third
and largest of its kind in South Africa and is a
key element in the enhancement of the national
power grid.
I had been to South Africa five years ago on
holidays and loved it. The people, the weather
and the food were all wonderful. But that was in
Cape Town and this would be in a totally
isolated rural area. To be honest, it sounded
great. I was being offered the job and was
interviewed in Ireland by an Irishman who
has worked with Impregilo for many years.
Rosemary and I talked about it and as our
mortgage is paid, our daughters have flown the
nest and we have no aged parents to look after,
we could think of no reason not to go for it.
Mad panic ensued once the contract was
agreed. The contract includes accommodation in
married quarters, i.e. a bungalow on a purposebuilt development with canteen and laundry
services provided. I was needed on site as
quickly as possible, as my predecessor had left
the job a few months earlier. So, I had
to wind down my business quickly, but

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2013

Ingula pumped storage scheme

in an orderly fashion; apply for and get working
visas for South Africa; get x-rays for TB checks;
get police clearance; get inoculations; and

disengage from some long-standing
social arrangements.
Given that there were other practical matters
to be tidied up on the home front, Rosemary and
I decided that it would be better if I travelled
alone for a few months to get established.
Suddently I was at the airport saying goodbye to
Rosemary for three months. That was tough. We
are going to be apart for the longest period in
our 40 years of marriage but, more
disappointingly, for our 40th wedding
anniversary. I had already said goodbye to my
daughters a week earlier in New York, but that is
another story.
On the positive side and once Rosemary joins
me we have flights home for the two of us every

Workers arriving on-site for
the 7am shift start
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five and half months. That will allow us keep in
touch with our friends in Ireland and, in
between, there is also Skype. The quality of the
service is limited but good enough to keep in
touch with our daughters in particular.
But as I write this now all that is academic.
I am sitting at my computer in South Africa, in a
compound near Ladysmith to be precise, which is
south of Jo’berg and north of Durban. It is an
amazing set-up and the scenery and weather are
outstanding. When my alarm goes off at 6am it
is just before dawn. So far there has not been a
cloud in the sky. By the time I am showered and
dressed and on my way to the canteen it is
getting bright, just before sunrise. Breakfast is
almost anything you want, from full bacon and
eggs to continental.
Then into my company car and a lovely ten
minute drive through the brown countryside
with high mountains in the background. It is
already getting warm. The office is a very good
standard site office. There are four blocks –
management, admin, technical and H&S. I am
with the bosses in management. Coffee is
available all day, and none of this instant stuff
… a full espresso every time. I cheat and put in a
little milk and they slag me. A large consignment
of fresh fruit is delivered on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday for a “help yourself” straight out of
the fridge. Bottled water in large bottles is
available everywhere.
The work is a steep learning curve but with
fantastic help from all my colleagues who have
given me a big welcome and told me to take my
time getting my feet under the table.
For the technically-minded, the site is 23km
north-east of Van Reenan within the Little
Drakensburg mountain range. It is approximately
40km north north-west of Ladysmith. The

Alison and Alan
have been
absolutely lifesaving new
colleagues
and friends

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1

SItauted in the extraordinarily beautiful and diverse landscape of KwaZulu Natal, Nambiti
Private Game Reserve is now one of Africa’s most exciting conservation initiatives.

scheme is proposed as a pumped storage system
with a capacity of 1332 MW and energy storage
of 21,000MWh. There is an upper reservoir, an
underground power tunnel complex and power
station, and a lower reservoir. The distance
between the upper and lower reservoir is about
6km and the elevation difference is about 470m.
I was down the tunnels recently and it
is just overwhelming. I could not even start to
describe it, and it is being developed at full pelt
with 2,500 people working on the site. Full size
cement lorries pass each other in the main
access tunnel (MAT). The bases and spirals for
the first three turbines are already in, and the
transformer rooms are just huge!
The contract is based on the NEC3, the New
Engineering and Construction Contract, June
2005 Option B: Priced Contract with Bill of
Quantities. I have had to familiarise with that for

a start. The contract alone is a 62-page book and
that is before you get into the Work Instructions,
two files absolutely packed with information,
and the Bill of Quantities!
Then to get to know everyone – I was
introduced to so many people in the first week
– it was almost a full time job trying to get
everyone sorted in my mind. It is a truly
international team so some of the names are
still unintelligible to me. There are weekly,
bi-weekly and monthly meetings to monitor
progress and agree claims, agree interface
between subcontractors, update technical details
as progress is made, review Health and Safety
issues, etc, etc. Reports have to be prepared for
these and responses made to queries raised. The
objective is to keep the project on target no
matter what.
Back on the personal front my home is a small
semi-detached bungalow in a purpose-built
development. The service that goes with it is
exceptional – I leave my washing in a blue
laundry bag behind the bathroom door in the
morning and I come home in the evening and
the laundry, ironed and all, is on the bed, which
has been perfectly made and the wash-up done
in the kitchen which is left spotless.
As I write the long weekend is coming
up here and there is definitely a festive
atmosphere in the air. Also, the last blast for the
tunnel breakthrough was successfully completed,
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so we are all invited to drinks in the Club (more
on this later). One has to be careful though.
Almost everyone is breath-tested every morning
at the security entrance to the site. Only two
glasses of wine!
Alison and Alan (absolutely life-saving new
colleagues and friends) have arranged that
we go to the Nambiti Safari Park and stay
overnight. We stay in tents with all mod cons.
We arrive for a late lunch then we go on a “Big
Game Drive” for three hours before returning for
dinner. Then it is off to bed for an early start next
morning for another “Big Game Drive”, then
breakfast and checkout.
From there it is on to Clarens, a beautiful oldfashioned small village where we stay overnight,
before going on to Golden Gate Highlands
National Park, where there are more stunning
views. On the way home we get some shopping
done … I’m told I can even get
a copy of The Sunday Times (South African
edition). Everything is very reasonable here and
I am well able to stay within my self-inflicted
monthly budget, especially as there is nothing to
spend money on during the week.
The work is not at all challenging yet. I am
trying to get involved in everything and being
told to take my time. I have settled in well to the
daily routine – the mornings are really lovely and
I go for a short walk every evening. We all have
lunch together which is good fun and a few
laughs. The food is fine – portion control is the
problem!
The Club I referred to earlier is a very short

The work site is 23km northeast of Van Reenan within the
spectacular Drakensberg
mountain range.

walk from my bungalow and is a beautifully
fully-thatched building which has a bar (60 cents
for a glass of great Italian or South African
wine!), a snooker and table-tennis room, a well
fitted out gym, and a huge TV to show all the
amazing South African rugby.
Immediately adjacent to the Club there is an
outdoor swimming pool. As it is winter here
nobody uses it yet it is still cleaned every day.
There are also two floodlit tennis courts and a
hard surface soccer pitch. You may ask why
floodlit? It gets dark here before 6pm and it is
bright again by about 6.30am.

Each year an unbelievable feeding frenzy takes place in the oceans of South Africa as
billions of sardines migrate up the KwaZulu-Natal coast creating a unique and
exhilarating experience for divers, birders, whale watchers and anglers.
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Our working hours are from
7am to 7pm – that’s right – 12 hours a day,
six days a week. We also work every second
Sunday morning. I know it sound horrendous,
but it works. My alarm goes off at 6am and I go
to bed about 9pm. That said, the last weekend of
every month is a long weekend, when we have
Friday, Saturday and Sunday to really enjoy some
amazing experiences.
For instance, at the end of June we are
planning a weekend in Durban for the Sardine
Festival. Apparently, a huge sardine shoal travels
down the coast past Durban every year, with all
the accompanying feeders and the sardines
literally jumping onto the beach to avoid the
whales. I will report more on that for a future
issue of Building Services News.
But for now it is back to work. This project
was started in September 2008 and is scheduled
for completion in 2015. I hope to be here for at
least two more years and look forward to the
turbines being commissioned and to seeing
them run and make a significant contribution
to the national grid during peak loads. ■
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APHCI shows leadership
Over the last six months APHCI has shown tremendous leadership in fighting the cause of
domestic installers, lobbying Government Ministers and Departments, as well as the industry
regulatory bodies such as RGII and the CER.
However, it has also worked hard at generating a sense of cohesion and unity
within the business itself, and creating a “can do” attitude among installers
throughout the country.
The series of nationwide seminars has proved particularly effective in this respect
with literally hundreds of installers regularly attending gatherings hosted by different
manufacturers.
In addition to gaining product knowledge and learning about new technologies, the
evenings also present business and social networking opportunities.
A bonus has been the guest speaker spot where leading figures such as Dermot
Jewell, CEO of the Consumer Association of Ireland (pictured), make a presentation.

Mowlds heading
to China
Derek Mowlds is off to China
shortly to take up the post of
Shanghai Office Projects
Manager, PM Group.
Derek will join the
Group’s senior
management in China
to lead the office
projects team.
Working closely with
clients in China, PM
Group teams provide the
full portfolio of engineering design,
architecture, project and construction
management and qualification
services to successfully deliver
complex projects. From its office in
Shanghai, the multi-discipline team
brings PM Group’s international
expertise to clients all over China.
Best of luck Derek, and enjoy.

What a vintage!
This pristine New World cooker dates back to
1957 and was only recently removed from a home to
finally make way for a “modern” appliance.
Jimmy Egan of The Gas Company said it was still in
perfect working order when removed from the home
and so proud is he of the find that it takes pride of
place in the company’s new showrooms in
Palmerstown, Dublin 20.
It even has its own number plate!

Wine v solar
panels
Early in June the EU decided
to impose a provisional 11.8%
anti-dumping tariff on Chinese
solar panels for the period 6 June
to 6 August, rising to a whopping
47.6% if no settlement is
reached.
One day later, China’s
Ministry of Commerce
announced it would
launch an anti-dumping
and anti-subsidy
investigation into
wine imported from
EU countries. Many
industry commentators
termed the move
“retaliatory.”
In recent years the
EU has imported €21
billion worth of
Chinese solar panels,
which apparently
makes up something like 80% of
the total marketplace. As we
went to
press the dispute raged on.
If it is not resolved to the
satisfaction of all, perhaps in
future we’ll simply have to drink
more wine to keep warm.

C&F Quadrant
opportunity
C&F Quadrant is looking to recruit
someone with a commercial sales and
technical background to sell and promote
the company’s commercial heating
product portfolio into consultants,
architects, merchants and contractors.
Contact Emmet Duffy at
emmet@cfquadrant.ie with your details.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1
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Hitachi Air Conditioning

RCME

Engineered for tomorrow.

Uncompromising
ESEER of 4.32 to 5.01

Powerful
Capacities from 40HP to 480HP
(106kW to 1280kW)

Precise
Control outlet water
temperature to +/-0.5°C
independent of cooling load

Efficient
New twin screw compressor
optimised for R134a

Silent
Low Noise and Super Low Noise
models available

Flexible
Modular design for space efficient,
flexible installations and ease of
future capacity expansion

Samurai: ruthless efficiency
Our new Hi Efficiency Samurai chiller is engineered to serve: fearlessly and silently. Equipped
with inverter-driven 4-blade fans and intelligent control system for optimum seasonal efficiency,
Samurai RCME is highly effective even at partial load. And with two plate heat exchangers
delivering improved refrigerant distribution - and a twin-screw compressor optimised for R134a
with continuous capacity control – Samurai RCME is ruthlessly efficient, whatever the season.
Samurai RCME – ruthless efficiency from Hitachi.

To find out more call Hitachi on +353 1216 4406
Email aircon.ireland@hitachi-eu.com or visit www.hitachiaircon.com
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LOOKING
FOR HIGH
EFFICIENCY?

ECOi 2 way and 3 way is the best option for your buildings
· Highly efﬁcient even at temperatures as low as -25°C
· Most efﬁcient solution on the market in more than 77% of combinations
· Compact design and easy to install
· Connects to wide range of remote controls, centralized controls and web interfaces
· Innovative defrosting process creates maximum comfort avoiding cold air ﬂow in indoor units
· Unique discharge air temperature control to avoid too low supplied air temperatures
· Discharge air temperature control to provide maximum comfort
· Designed for easy maintenance and quick commissioning
· Panasonic’s New Advanced VRF Software with AutoCAD® compatibility makes design easier than ever
Easy

control
by BMS
CONNECTIVITY

Energy
saving

Environmentally

Possible
to use on

Easy

refrigerant

Down to
-25 ºC in
heating mode

R22 pipings

control
by BMS

R410A

OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE

R22 RENEWAL

CONNECTIVITY

friendly

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol52/iss3/1

* ECOi 3 way, A+ full load on the 8HP

www.panasonic.ie/aircon

At Panasonic we know what a great responsibility it is to install heating and cooling systems...
we design systems to make your buildings work efﬁciently.
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